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Abstract
Multilingual pre-trained language models have001
shown impressive performance on cross-002
lingual tasks. It greatly facilitates the appli-003
cations of natural language processing on low-004
resource languages. However, there are still005
some languages that the existing multilingual006
models do not perform well on. In this pa-007
per, we propose CINO (Chinese Minority Pre-008
trained Language Model), a multilingual pre-009
trained language model for Chinese minority010
languages. It covers Standard Chinese, Can-011
tonese, and six other Chinese minority lan-012
guages. To evaluate the cross-lingual ability013
of the multilingual models on the minority lan-014
guages, we collect documents from Wikipedia015
and build a text classification dataset WCM016
(Wiki-Chinese-Minority). We test CINO on017
WCM and two other text classification tasks.018
Experiments show that CINO outperforms the019
baselines notably. The CINO model and the020
WCM dataset will be made publicly available.021

1 Introduction022

The multilingual pre-trained language model023

(MPLM) is known for its ability to understand024

multiple languages and its surprising zero-shot025

cross-lingual ability (Wu and Dredze, 2019). The026

zero-shot cross-lingual transfer ability enables the027

MPLM to be applied on the target languages with028

limited or even no annotated data by fine-tuning029

the MPLM on the source language with rich anno-030

tated data. MPLMs greatly facilitate transferring031

the current NLP technologies to the low-resource032

languages and reduce the cost for developing NLP033

applications for low-resource languages.034

The existing public MPLMs such as mBERT035

(Devlin et al., 2019), XLM (Conneau and Lam-036

ple, 2019) and XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) can037

handle 100 languages, but there are still some chal-038

lenges on processing low-resource languages:039

• For some low-resource languages, the pre-040

training corpora are small compared to the041

high-resource languages. Thus, during the pre- 042

training the bias towards high-resource languages 043

may harm the performance on low-resource lan- 044

guages. 045

• There are thousands of living languages in the 046

world, so a large amount of languages has not 047

been covered in the existing MPLMs, especially 048

indigenous or minority languages. For example, 049

Tibetan, a language spoken mainly by Tibetans 050

around Tibetan Plateau, is absent from the CC- 051

100 corpus. Therefore, the XLM-R tokenizer can 052

not tokenize Tibetan scripts correctly and XLM- 053

R is not good at understanding Tibetan texts. 054

Recently, more advanced MPLMs have been pro- 055

posed, such as ERNIE-M (Ouyang et al., 2021), 056

VECO (Luo et al., 2021) and Unicoder (Huang 057

et al., 2019). These models focus on sophisticated 058

training task design, such as leveraging parallel sen- 059

tences to improve the alignment between different 060

languages. They have achieved notable improve- 061

ments over XLM-R. However, these models have 062

not paid attention to low-resource languages, so the 063

problem remains unsolved. 064

For the above reasons, it is necessary to develop 065

multilingual pre-trained language models for low- 066

resource and minority languages. In this paper, we 067

focus on Chinese minority languages. In China, 068

Standard Chinese is the predominant language. 069

There are in addition several hundred minority lan- 070

guages. Among these languages, we concentrate on 071

several most spoken minority languages together 072

with Standard Chinese and Cantonese (a dialect 073

of Chinese). These languages are in different lan- 074

guage families with different writing systems, as 075

summarized in Table 1. 076

Although each of the minority languages is spo- 077

ken by millions of people, their digital corpora are 078

scarce. For example, in the CC-100 corpus used in 079

XLM-R, the size of the Uyghur corpus is 0.4 GB, 080

which is about 1% of the Chinese (Simplified) cor- 081
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ISO Language Language Family Writing System

zh Standard Chinese Sino-Tibetan Chinese characters
yue Cantonese Sino-Tibetan Chinese characters
bo Tibetan Sino-Tibetan Tibetan script
mn Mongolian Mongolic Traditional Mongolian script
ug Uyghur Turkic Uyghur Arabic alphabet
kk Kazakh Turkic Kazakh Arabic alphabet
za Zhuang Kra-Dai Latin alphabet
ko Korean Isolate Hangul

Table 1: Language families and writing systems of the languages covered by CINO.

pus (46.9 GB); there are no Tibetan or (traditional)082

Mongolian corpora in the CC-100.083

We proposed a multilingual pre-trained language084

model named CINO (Chinese Minority Pre-trained085

Language Model), which covers Standard Chinese,086

Cantonese and six minority languages. This is the087

first multilingual pre-trained language model for088

the Chinese minority languages.089

The reason to train a multilingual pre-trained090

model rather than multiple monolingual pre-trained091

models is three folds. First, a multilingual model is092

more convenient than multiple monolingual mod-093

els. Second, for the low-resource languages, mul-094

tilingual pre-training leads to better performance095

than monolingual pre-training (Conneau et al.,096

2020; Wu and Dredze, 2020). Third, a multi-097

lingual pre-trained model provides cross-lingual098

transfer ability, which can reduce the data annota-099

tion cost for low-resource languages. Studies have100

also shown that pre-training with more languages101

leads to better cross-lingual performance on low-102

resource languages (Conneau et al., 2020).103

The public text classification datasets in the mi-104

nority languages are extremely limited, thus we105

build the WCM (Wiki-Chinese-Minority) dataset.106

The WCM is a multilingual text classification107

dataset with 10 classes, built from Wikipedia cor-108

pora, consisting of 63k examples. The purpose of109

WCM is to evaluate the zero-shot cross-lingual abil-110

ity of MPLMs on the Chinese minority languages.111

We evaluate the CINO model on Tibetan News112

Classification Corpus (TNCC), Korean news topic113

classification (YNAT) and WCM, and compare it114

with the existing XLM-R model. Results show115

that CINO has acquired the ability of minority lan-116

guages understanding and outperforms the base-117

lines on the Chinese minority languages.118

2 CINO Model 119

CINO is a multilingual transformer-based model 120

which has the same model architecture as XLM-R. 121

For the CINO-base, it has 12 layers, 768 hidden 122

states, 12 attention heads; for the CINO-large, it 123

has 24 layers, 1024 hidden states and 16 attention 124

heads. The main difference between CINO and 125

XLM-R is the word embeddings and the tokenizer. 126

We take the XLM-R model’s word embeddings 127

and XLM-R tokenizer as our starting point. To 128

adapt them for the minority languages, we conduct 129

vocabulary extension and vocabulary pruning. 130

Vocabulary extension. The original XLM-R 131

tokenizer does not recognize Tibetan scripts and 132

Traditional Mongolian scripts, so we extend the 133

XLM-R tokenizer and XLM-R word embeddings 134

matrix with additional tokens. 135

To extend the tokenizer, we train sentence-piece 136

tokenizers for Tibetan and Mongolian on the pre- 137

training corpora respectively. Each of the tokeniz- 138

ers has a vocabulary size of 16,000. Then we merge 139

the vocabulary from the Tibetan and Mongolian to- 140

kenizers into the original XLM-R tokenizer. The 141

merged tokenizer has a vocabulary size of 274,701. 142

To extend the word embeddings, we resize the 143

original word embeddings matrix of shape V ×D 144

to V ′ ×D by appending new rows, where D is the 145

hidden size, V is the original vocabulary size, V ′ is 146

the new vocabulary size. The new rows represent 147

the word vectors of the new tokens from the merged 148

tokenizer. They are initialized with a Gaussian 149

distribution of mean 0 and variance 0.02. 150

Vocabulary pruning. We prune the word em- 151

beddings matrix to reduce the model size. We tok- 152

enize the pre-training corpora with the merged tok- 153

enizer, and remove all the tokens that have not ap- 154

peared in the corpora from the merged tokenizer’s 155

vocabulary and the word embeddings matrix. Af- 156
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ter the operation, we discard 139,342 tokens. A157

smaller vocabulary size not only leads to a memory-158

friendly model, but also leads to a faster model by159

reducing the cost of computing the log-softmax in160

the MLM (masked language model) task. The for-161

ward pass time is reduced by approximately 35%162

by pruning the vocabulary size from 270k to 140k.163

Finally, we obtain the CINO model structure164

with vocabulary size 135,359, total model size 728165

MB for the base model, 1.7 GB for the large model,166

68% and 79% size of XLM-R-base and XLM-R-167

large respectively.168

3 WCM Dataset169

WCM is based on the data from Wikipedia. It cov-170

ers seven languages including Mongolian, Tibetan,171

Uyghur, Kazakh, Korean, Cantonese and Standard172

Chinese. We build the dataset from the Wikipedia173

page dumps and the Wikipedia category dumps 1174

of the languages in question.175

We firstly generate a category graph for each176

language, where each node represents a category177

and each edge stands for the affiliation between178

a pair of categories. By referring to the category179

system of Chinese Wikipedia, we choose 10 cate-180

gories for the classification task: Art, Geography,181

History, Nature, Science, Personage, Technology,182

Education, Economy and Health. Then, we start183

from the categories of each page and backtrack184

along the routes in the category graph until meet-185

ing one of the 10 target categories and we set this186

category as the label of that page. Owing to some187

affiliation conflicts like subcategory A belongs to188

two categories in the 10 categories simultaneously,189

we reconstructed the graph by modifying certain190

edges between the 10 target categories and their191

subcategories which are assessed as unreasonable192

by our human evaluation team.193

After getting the labeled data, we apply several194

strategies to improve the quality of the datasets. In195

the first place, we removed dirty data like large196

blocks of URLs, file paths. Then, the examples are197

restricted by their lengths (after being tokenized by198

the CINO tokenizer) and we filter out those exam-199

ples which are shorter than 20 or longer than 1024200

tokens. Furthermore, since there are both high-201

resource languages like Korean and extremely low-202

resource languages like Uyghur, we down-sample203

the languages and the categories with abundant data204

to balance the numbers of examples among differ-205

1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/other

Model TNCC YNAT

test dev dev

TextCNN 63.4 65.1 -

base models
XLM-R-base 18.4 21.4 85.5
CINO-base 67.3 69.6 85.2

large models
XLM-R-large 33.1 34.4 86.9
CINO-large 68.6 71.3 87.4

Table 2: Model performance on the Tibetan text classi-
fication task TNCC and Korean text classification task
YNAT. The metric is macro-F1.

ent languages and different categories in each lan- 206

guage. Finally, we obtain 63,137 examples. WCM 207

contains the train/dev/test set for Standard Chinese 208

and only test sets for other languages. 209

The data distribution is shown in the Table 3 2. 210

4 Experiments 211

4.1 Pre-training 212

The CINO is trained with the standard MLM objec- 213

tive. The masking probability is 0.15 with a max 214

length 256. The monolingual corpora involve the 215

languages listed in Table 1, with a total size of 36 216

GB. We randomly sample a subset dataset from the 217

public base version of WuDaoCorpora (Yuan et al., 218

2021) as the Standard Chinese corpus. The corpora 219

for the other languages are in-house. 220

We initialize the parameters of CINO with XLM- 221

R. We use the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and 222

Hutter, 2019) with the max learning rate 5e-5. The 223

learning rate is scheduled with 10k warm-up steps 224

followed by a linear decay. We train the model 225

with the batch size of 2,048 for 150k steps (large 226

model) or 200k steps (base model) on 16 Nvidia 227

A100 GPUs. 228

4.2 Downstream Evaluation 229

We evaluate the CINO and the baselines on Ti- 230

betan News Classification Corpus (Qun et al., 2017) 231

(TNCC), Korean news topic classification (Park 232

et al., 2021) (YNAT) and WCM. On TNCC and 233

YNAT, we evaluate the model in-language perfor- 234

mance, i.e., we train and evaluate the model on 235

the same language. On WCM, we evaluate the 236

2We show the detailed distribution and samples of the
WCM dataset in the appendix.
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mn bo ug kk ko yue zh (test) zh (dev) zh (train) Total

# examples 2,973 1,110 300 6,258 6,558 5,943 4,000 3,995 32,000 63,137

Table 3: Data distribution of the WCM dataset.

Model mn bo ug kk ko yue zh Average

base models
XLM-R-base 41.2 25.7 84.5 23.0 43.1 66.1 88.3 53.1
CINO-base 71.1 38.3 89.6 37.6 45.9 67.1 89.2 62.7

large models
XLM-R-large 38.3 14.5 83.9 19.1 45.6 67.3 88.4 51.0
CINO-large 72.8 43.4 89.6 36.4 47.6 68.0 90.1 64.0

Table 4: Model performance on the WCM test sets. The metric on each language is macro-F1.

cross-lingual ability, i.e., we train the model on the237

Chinese training set and evaluate the model on the238

test sets of all the languages.239

4.2.1 TNCC240

TNCC is a Tibetan classification dataset with 12241

classes. It uses the macro-F1 score as the evaluation242

metric. In the paper Qun et al. (2017), the authors243

proposed two tasks: news title classification and244

news document classification. Here we conduct245

the news document classification only. The task246

is to predict the topic of each document. Since247

no official splits of the dataset are given, We split248

the dataset into a training set, a development set249

and a test set with a ratio of 8:1:1. The results are250

listed in Table 2. The TextCNN (Kim, 2014) is251

trained from the scratch, and we have searched for252

the best architecture. The XLM-R model has not253

been pre-trained on the Tibetan corpus, therefore254

it has a very low score. Compared to the baselines,255

the CINO model boosts the performance notably.256

4.2.2 YNAT257

YNAT is a Korean text classification dataset with258

7 classes. The task is to predict the topic of each259

text snippet. The macro-F1 score is used as the260

evaluation metric. The results are listed in Table 2.261

The CINO-large outperforms XLM-R-large, while262

the CINO-base is slightly lower than XLM-R-base.263

Notice that Korean is not low-resourced (in the CC-264

100, the size of Korean corpus is 54 GB), XLM-R265

may have learned Korean well. For the CINO-base266

model, we expect that a longer pre-training time267

would help improve its performance on Korean.268

4.2.3 WCM 269

We train the CINO on the Standard Chinese train- 270

ing set and test it on the test sets of all the languages. 271

We use the weighted-F1 (Pedregosa et al., 2011) 272

as the metric on each language to account for the 273

imbalance between the categories 274

weighted-F1(y, ŷ) =
1∑
l |ŷl|

∑
l

|ŷl| · F1(yl, ŷl), 275

where yl is the set of examples with predicted la- 276

bel l, ŷl is the set of examples with true label l. 277

The summation is over all labels. The overall met- 278

ric is the average of weighted-F1 over all the lan- 279

guages. The results are listed in Table 4. CINO has 280

a superior zero-shot performance over XLM-R. A 281

curious observation is that XLM-R-base performs 282

better than XLM-R-large on some languages, espe- 283

cially on those which have not been pre-trained on: 284

Mongolian, Tibetan, and Kazakh. We leave this 285

problem for future study. 286

5 Conclusion 287

In this paper, we introduce CINO, a multilingual 288

pre-trained language model for Chinese minority 289

languages. We build a multilingual text classifica- 290

tion dataset WCM for zero-shot ability evaluation 291

on the Chinese minority languages. We evaluate 292

CINO on the Tibetan text classification task TNCC, 293

Korean text classification task YNAT and WCM. 294

The results show that CINO has acquired the ability 295

of minority languages understanding and outper- 296

forms the baselines. In the future, we will explore 297

more advanced pre-training techniques and collect 298

more data to further improve its performance. 299
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Dataset # Train # Dev # Test # Classes

TNCC 7,363 920 920 12
YNAT 45,678 9,170 9,170 7

Table 5: Number of examples in TNCC and YNAT.

B Samples from the WCM dataset411

Samples from the WCM Dataset in show in Figure412

1.413
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Categories mn bo ug kk ko yue zh-train zh-test zh-dev

Arts 135 141 3 348 806 387 2657 335 331
Geography 76 339 256 572 1197 1550 12854 1644 1589
History 66 111 0 491 776 499 1771 248 227
Nature 7 0 7 361 442 606 1105 110 134
Natural Science 779 133 20 880 532 336 2314 287 317
Personage 1402 111 0 169 684 1230 7706 924 953
Technology 191 163 8 515 808 329 1184 152 134
Education 6 1 0 1392 439 289 936 118 130
Economy 205 0 0 637 575 445 922 109 113
Health 106 111 6 893 299 272 551 73 67

Total 2973 1110 300 6258 6558 5943 32000 4000 3995

Table 6: Number of examples of each category in each language in WCM.

Figure 1: Samples from the WCM dataset.
.
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